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The aim of this article is to propose new craniometric and 
dental landmarks and inter-landmark distances that may have 
important applications in Dentistry and Phisical Anthropology
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materials anD methoDs
The anthropometric and dental measurments were taken on 30 middle ages 
adult crania from Sardinia (Italy).

Museum State University of Cagliari
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Data aCquisition anD analysis
A MicroScribe portable digitizer (Model MX, Immersion Corporation, San 
Jose, CA, USA) and the integrated MicroScribe Utility Software were used 
to collect the data for the distances between the anatomical landmarks 
with an accuracy of 0.05 mm.
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The purpose of this article is to propose new craniometric and dental 
reference points that have significant statistical correlation with 
anthropometric points used in classical anthropology

n. - s. - ba. - op. - pr. - sta.

referenCe points
New points of reference represent anatomical points of muscle 
insertion, direct dental points and dental points
pht, bms, stl , gfb, zig, D4, D5, D6, D7
 
on geometric construction 
pT4, pT5, pT6, pT7
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the lanDmarks were DiviDeD
into three anatomiCal regions:

• (i) the oral cavity, which included the pr, sta, D4, D5, D6, D7, pt4, pt5, 
pt6 and pt7 landmarks;

• (ii) the base of the cranium, which included the pht, ba, o, gfb, stl and 
bms landmarks; 

• (iii) the upper cranium, which included n, stb, zm and op landmarks   
(see Table 1 and Figure 1). 

Subsequently, a series of 62 virtual triangles were also 
constructed that had at least the central vertex located 
on the mid-line of the skull or maxilla (Figure 2). 
Principal components analysis was performed to 
explore the correlations among inter-landmark 
distances.
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result
Principal component analysis returned ten 
components that explained 94.6% of the variation.
Here, only the first three components were 
considered to facilitate the interpretation of the 
data, and these explained 67.1% of the variation in 
the data set. 
The loadings of the original variables on these three 
rotated principal components are illustrated in Tab 3.
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the “Cranial base system’’
The first component (PC1- 42.9%) showed correlations between the cranial 
base and maxillary inter-landmark distances.
The loadings of the distances that include the o, ba, pht midline landmarks 
with all of the dental bilateral landmarks (D4, D5, D6 and D7) are slightly 
higher than the others. (Tab 4a)
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the “Cranial base system’’
Also, the distances that include the pr, pt4, pt5, pt6, pt7 and sta maxillary 
midline landmarks with the gfb and bms bilateral landmarks show high 
shared variance for PC1. (Tab 4b)
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the “Cranial base system’’
The PC1 shows correlations between the cranial base and the maxillary 
distances.
The landmarks of the cranial base system refer to muscle insertions, 
articular joints, and vascular and neuronal areas.
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the “oral Cavity system”
The second component (PC2 - 13.05%) exclusively demonstrated 
correlations among maxillary and dental inter-landmark distances 
(the “oral cavity system”). (Tab 5)
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the “upper Cranium system”
The third component (PC3 - 11.13%) showed positive correlations between 
the zm, bilateral zygomatic process, and midline maxillary inter-landmarks 
distances (pr, pt4, pt5, pt6, pt7, sta) and high negative loadings that include 
the stl, bilateral styloid process and the midline maxillary landmarks.
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the “upper Cranium system”
Component three (PC3) (the “upper cranium system”), furthermore in-
cludes statistical correlations between the

nasion
base of sella turcica
zygomaxillare 
opistiocranion

results
The correlation between the lateral points (dental and facial) and the midline 
(pr, ptz, ptg, sta, pht, bms) of the skull seems to fit into the more general 
context of a symmetry that characterizes the whole human body.

(Weyl 1952, Gardner 1990)

results
The correlation between the dental and basal reference points located on the 
median line near the occipital hole (pht, ba, o) could provide new interesting 
information on the relationship between dental occlusal disturbances on the 
spine curvature (Ramirez-Yanez et al. Shimazaki et al., 2003).

(Ramirez-Yanez et al. 2014; Shimazaki et al, 2003)
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geometriC matrix
From our point of view, the correlations among new dental and cranial 
measurements shows the engram of the geometric matrix woven into skull 
architecture, following the evolutionary sequence of vascular-nervous tis-
sues, Muscular t. Connective t. (cartilage and bone) in embryology…

… in the past several studies have been carried out on the 
relationship existing in human skull architecture, between bone 
triangles, dental triangles neural-vascular triangles (Ancon - Perù) 
(Sesimbra - Portugal) (Soacha, Cundinamarca - Colombia).

Simoes, A.W.

The presence of triangles tendentially equilateral and/or isoscopic 
are correlated to facial biotypology and the type of occlusion-mesio, 
disto or neutrocclusion.

Simoes A.W.

Galileo exposed in 1641 … the universe is written in mathematical 
language and the characters are triangles, squares, circles, spheres, cones 
and pyramids and other geometric figures without them it ‘s impossible to 
understand and understand nature …
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the geometriCal analysis of the 
arChiteCture of the skull
The correlations on the geometry of skull 
architecture, shows that cranial development is 
subordinate to a mathematical code

the mathematiCal CoDe inCluDes
all the laws of nature
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orthogonality
anD spheriCity

equilibrium

the theory of prime numbers 
anD irrational numbers

    symmetry

proportionality
golDen seCtion

the laws of autosimilarity 
(fratality)
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gravity’s forCe

In physics the laws of gravitational phenomena are symmetrical in relation 
to rotations (direction changes).
The symmetry group of gravity law (the group of rotations in three-
dimensional space) contains infinite elements related to rotation angles.

We can not’ define the man or a part of it as the skull with a 
mathematical formula, but in this context we can use mathematical 
language to describe in general terms the relationship between the 
shape and size of the teeth and the architectural structure of the skull… 
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Connesion network

… we can consider the craniometric and dental landmarks analyzed in 
research as possible points of the connection network, releated to our wole 
body and to everyhing in around us…

… maby there is a correlation that will probably be demonstrated in the 
future between the crystalline or almost crystalline nature of living matter 
and the topology of the networks connections that emerge …
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